
Performance 
Menu

*Pricing below is generalized and can be customizable 
to fit your event needs*

Ambient Circus Performers
Aerialists will perform in intervals of ten (10) minutes, 
with ten (10) minute breaks in between. If continuous 
ambient performance is desired, a minimum of two (2) 
aerialists per rig point  must be booked.

Per Aerialist per Hour…………………………………………….……..$400
Per Aerialist per additional hour……………………….…………$100
……………………………………………………………………………………………………

Additional Fees

Venue Site Visit
Rigging Consultation
Specialty Costuming
Administrative Fee
Free Standing Aerial Rig Rental

*Some fees may be waived pending event

Rental Fees

Free-standing Aerial Rig Rental………………….$275
Free-standing Pole/Chinese Pole……………….$200
Free-standing Lollipop………………………………..$200
Aerial Silks/Hammock………………….………………$50
Single/Double Point Hoop………………….…………$50
Giant Hoop………………….…………………………………$50
Rope or Straps………………………………………………$50
*Quoted prices are for daily rentals.  By hiring BLC 
Performers, additional equipment fees may be waived.

Variety Acts

Draw the attention of your audience with variety acts!  
This is where a performer takes center stage and performs 
a set routine (usually 4-5 minutes each).  If there is a 
theme to your event, we can choreograph around it with at 
least 2 months notice.  From aerials to ground acts, we 
can dazzle your guests with our talented performers..

Per Act Rate…………………………………………………….$600 - $1000

Variety Acts for Hire

*Acts are dependent on performer’s availability

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND A QUOTE, 
PLEASE REACH OUT TO US AT

ADMIN@BIGGESTLITTLECIRCUS.ORG

Silks/Rope
Hammock

Hoop/Giant Hoop
Straps/Slings

Cube
Aerial Bartending

Cyr Wheel

Dance
Singing
Juggling

DJ/Emcee
Roller Skating

Burlesque
Gogo Dancing

Pole/Chinese Pole
Lollipop

Partner Acro
Contortion
Tumbling

Stilt Walking
Characters 

Roaming circus performers and ground acts will perform 
in intervals of ten (20) minutes, with ten (10) minute 
breaks in between. If continuous ambient performance is 
desired, a minimum of two (2) performers must be 
booked.

Per performer  per hour…………………….………………….……..$400
Per performer per additional hour…………………….…………$100

On a budget?  We can work with you to find a solution 
while still creating a unique experience for your event.  
Please contact us directly. 

mailto:ADMIN@BIGGESTLITTLECIRCUS.ORG


Ambient 
Performance

Aerialists will perform in intervals of ten (10) minutes, 
with ten (10) minute breaks in between. If continuous 
ambient performance is desired, a minimum of two (2) 
aerialists per rig point  must be booked.

Per aerialist per hour minimum…………………………….……..$400
Per aerialist per additional hour……………………….…………$100
*Rates will vary depending on quality of performance, contact us for 
more details.  

It’s no secret that part of the draw of aerial entertainment is 
the danger element in watching gravity-defying feats. Our goal 
is to provide quality entertainment that is enjoyable and safe 
for performers and spectators alike! We require a minimum 
number of aerialists to ensure safety and top quality 
performance. For ambient aerial performance without any gaps, 
a minimum of two (2) aerialists per rig point must be booked. 
For ambient aerial performance in excess of 2 hours, a 
minimum of three (3) aerialists per rig point must be booked. 
An additional aerialist will be required for each subsequent 
hour in order to maintain safe intervals for the performers. 

Ambient performers are “background” entertainment which can be the perfect addition 
to your cocktail hour or event where the spotlight isn’t necessarily wholly on the 
performer.  From roaming stilt walkers and jugglers, to stationary aerialists and 
contortionists, ambient performance is the most popular entertainment for events.

Roaming circus performers and ground acts will perform 
in intervals of ten (20) minutes, with ten (10) minute 
breaks in between. If continuous ambient performance is 
desired, a minimum of two (2) performers must be 
booked.

Per performer  per hour…………………….………………….……..$400
Per performer per additional hour…………………….…………$100

Silks/Rope
Hammock

Hoop/Giant Hoop
Straps/Slings

Cube
Aerial Bartending

Aerial Violin

Dance
Singing
Juggling

DJ/Emcee
Roller Skating

Burlesque
Gogo Dancing

Pole/Chinese Pole
Lollipop

AERIAL APPARATUSES
Partner Acro
Contortion
Tumbling

Stilt Walking
Characters
Cyr Wheel 

Fire Spinning

ROAMING/FLOOR ACTS FLOOR AERIAL

*Aerial Apparatuses require above head 
rigging (from ceiling or free-standing rig) 
whereas Floor Aerials do not require rigging 
and are free-standing.



Variety Acts

Draw the attention of your audience with variety acts!  This is where a performer takes 
center stage and performs a set routine (usually 4-5 minutes each).  If there is a theme 
to your event, we can choreograph around it with at least 2 months notice.  From aerials 
to ground acts, we can dazzle your guests with our talented performers.

Variety act performers spend a lot of time perfecting their 
routine so that it’s performance ready for your event.  
They may require special rigging or certain stage widths 
for their act so it is best to inquire what is possible 
depending on your venue.  

Per performer per hour minimum……………..…$600 - $1,000
*Rates will vary depending on performance (aerial or ground act) and 
quality of performance, contact us for more details.  

Venue site visit and event planning consultation is 
required for variety acts due to the nature of the 
performance.  

Silks/Rope
Hammock

Hoop/Giant Hoop
Straps/Slings

Cube
Aerial Bartending

Aerial Violin

Dance
Singing
Juggling

Roller Skating
Burlesque
DJ/Emcee

Hand Balancing

Pole/Chinese Pole
Lollipop

AERIAL APPARATUSES

Partner Acro
Contortion
Tumbling

Stilt Walking
Cyr Wheel 

Fire Spinning

FLOOR ACTS

FLOOR AERIAL

*Aerial Apparatuses require above head rigging (from 
ceiling or free-standing rig) whereas Floor Aerials do not 
require rigging and are free-standing.*Acts are dependent on performer’s availability


